
Product description  STAS signo light fixture chrome
The modern designed Signo fixture is easy to install in all STAS multirail 
systems. Simply click the fixture into the rail. 
The greater the distance to the artwork, the more diffuse the light beam 
will be. The signo fixture is installed at 24.41 inches (62 cm) from the wall 
and is ideal for lighting larger pieces of art. The Signo fixture is available 
in chrome and is executed with a flexible part, allowing you to illuminate 
your wall decorations just the way you want.  Further adjustment of the 
fixture is not necessary, you only need to install the lamp.

STAS signo 70 cm   

mounting

STAS signo light fixture 
technical product information
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Tip: with the Sirius and Signo fixtures is a plastic wrench included, which allows you to simply 

disassemble or move the fixture, preventing damage to the wall. 
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Product description STAS sirius light fixture chrome
The modern designed Sirius fixture is easy to install in all STAS multirail 
systems. Sirius is available in a length of 19.68 inches (50 cm), executed 
in chrome. You can click the fixture into the rail with a simple motion. 
Adjusting the fixture is not necessary, you only need to install the lamp 
and through the flexible portion of the fixture you can highlight the wall 
decorations in the desired manner.

STAS sirius 50 cm

mounting 

STAS sirius light fixture 
technical product information
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Tip: with the Sirius and Signo fixtures is a plastic wrench included, which allows you to simply 

disassemble or move the fixture, preventing damage to the wall.
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STAS powerLED 4W mat
technical product information

SPECIFICATIONS

Product code  VL10700

Lamp type LED

Glass style Matte

Housing style MR11

Base type GU4

Power 4W

Operating Voltage 12V

Wattage equivalent 20W

Light color Warm white

Light output  170 lm

Color temperature 3000 K

Lifespan 20.000 hours

UV stop Yes

Angle 30°

Dimmable No

product description STAS powerLED 4W mat

The new generation STAS power led 4W creates a brilliant light pattern 

on artwork. This LED is provided with a beautiful closed housing which 

enables suf� cient heat release yet avoids light spill at the rear side. 

Furthermore, the LED lamp is equipped with 3 LEDS and a frosted lens. 

The STAS powerled has a long lifespan (20,000 hours) and is suitable for 

all STAS � xtures.

Color temperature in Kelvin
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Bright sunlight

Standard daylight

Light bulbs

Sunrise – sunset

Candlelight 

COLOR
TEMPERATURE SOFT/WARM MEDIUM COLD DAYLIGHT

Associated effects 
and moods

Uses

Friendly 
Intimate 
Personal 
Exclusive

Restaurants
Hotel lobbies
Boutiques
Libraries
Of� ces
Stores

Friendly
Inviting
Reassuring

Public spaces 
Showrooms 
Bookstores
Of� ces

Clean
Pure
Ef� cient

Of� ces 
Conference rooms 
Classrooms 
Hospitals

Bright 
Alert
Emulates natural   
                 sunlight

Galleries
Museums 
Jeweller’s 
Medical rooms 
Printing of� ces


